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Although I’ve been researching data-driven learning for many years now, I know virtually nothing about DDL with younger learners. The simple fact is that probably no one really does. An ongoing but certainly not exhaustive collection of research in the area currently brings up 378 separate publications featuring empirical study of DDL. Of these, only 19 explicitly state that the participants are in high school, and none in a primary school context. The overwhelming majority are conducted in university contexts, for a variety of reasons. But before we explore these, perhaps we need to define what we mean by DDL. This is no easy task, and I often read published papers or listen to conference presentation where the authors explicitly situate their work as DDL, only to hear colleagues respond, “but that’s not data-driven learning!”

That DDL means different things to different people is not new. The approach is closely associated with work by Tim Johns who coined the term in 1990; in his various publications, he gave examples of open-ended serendipitous corpus exploration, one-to-one writing correction, class use of hands-on concordancing on pre-determined language points, reusable paper-based materials for remedial grammar, and even ‘blackboard concordancing’ whereby each learner is given a page of a text, directed to find examples of a particular feature and write them on the blackboard in concordance-like format. So it should come as no surprise that there are many definitions of DDL. At the narrow end, we might adopt a prototype definition, i.e. a kind of core which everyone can agree on. I once suggested this might be something like “the hands-on use of authentic corpus data (concordances) by advanced, sophisticated foreign or second language learners in higher education for inductive, self-directed language learning of advanced usage” (Boulton, 2011, p. 572). With a prototype definition like this, “the further an activity is from the central, prototypical core, the less DDL-like it is, but any cut-off point beyond which we might like to say ‘this is no longer DDL’ seems likely to be arbitrary rather than empirically grounded or based on a coherent, hermetic definition” (p. 563). While a prototype definition has its uses, in many cases a more general definition is preferable such as that proposed by Gilquin and Granger: “Data-driven learning (DDL) consists in using the tools and techniques of corpus linguistics for pedagogical purposes” (2010, p. 359).

DDL is not a theory of language or language learning, though it can be argued that corpus linguistics has radically changed our understanding of language, giving rise to a number of theories such as the idiom principle (Sinclair, 1991), lexical priming (Hoey, 2005), the mental corpus (Taylor, 2012), and norms and exploitations (Hanks, 2013). Further, it aligns with several important principles and theories in current thinking, such as authenticity,

---

1 ‘Empirical’ here is defined as studies that “subject some aspect of DDL to observation or experimentation with some kind of externally validated evaluation other than the researchers’ own intuition” (Boulton, 2010, p. 130).

autonomy, chunking, consciousness-raising, constructivism, critical thinking, complexity and dynamic systems theory, discovery learning, focus on form, individualisation, induction, learner-centredness, (meta-)cognitive skills, noticing, salience, task-based learning, usage-based learning, etc. It is beyond the scope of this short text to discuss these alleged advantages in detail; various aspects are raised in the papers present here (see also Flowerdew, 2015). But if DDL is so wonderful, why isn’t it more widespread? And in particular, why has it been comparatively under-researched in the case of younger learners?

First, it could be simply that the majority of researchers in the field are themselves university academics using DDL in their own teaching (cf. Chambers, 2019). This certainly includes me, but the case is not exclusive to DDL, with university students being by far the most extensively studied population in second language acquisition (SLA) and applied linguistics as a whole. Although languages are of course widely taught to younger learners, research in that context tends to be more the domain of education rather than applied linguistics, each field having its own journals and cultures. Unfortunately, the two do not talk to each other very much, with the result that DDL work in applied linguistics remains relatively unknown in educational circles. The consequence of this is not only that DDL is understudied with younger learners, but also that DDL and corpus linguistics tend not to form a major part of teacher training programmes (see Hirata, this volume). Consequently, trainee teachers (outside applied linguistics programmes) are rarely introduced to DDL and cannot themselves use its tools or techniques in their own teaching. As Conrad (2000, p. 556) notes, “the strongest force for change could be a new generation of ESL teachers who were introduced to corpus-based research in their training programs”; until such time as researchers in applied linguistics talk to researchers and decision-makers in education, the current situation is unlikely to change much and DDL will remain on the margins, rarely integrated (Wicher, this volume), and never “normalised” (Chambers, 2019). Of course, the same can be said of the students themselves: school exams and teaching practices need to be constructively aligned for any innovation to have the opportunity to penetrate (Meunier, this volume), and it is understandable that language students (just like student teachers) might resent time spent on practices that do not directly help with exam results (Szudarski, this volume).

A second reason why DDL is less studied among younger learners might be that researchers and practitioners expect it not to work very well in the first place (see also Schaeffer-Lacriox, this volume). This could be because their young age is taken to be synonymous with insufficient levels of language proficiency, an issue much debated even in university contexts, where few projects have explored DDL among lower-level learners. One solution is to use prepared materials of appropriately selected items, and even for hands-on work the texts can be selected to be appropriate for the target users, or graded for level (e.g. Hadley & Charles, 2017). But it is certainly true that there is a lack of appropriate corpora and tools beyond academic corpus linguistics, as argued by Pérez-Paredes (this volume) who looks at uses of SACODEYL, a corpus of teenage interviews. If existing corpora tend to be geared to older users (or linguists), it is still possible for teachers to create their own corpora that are specifically relevant to younger learners, as shown in several other papers in this volume: corpora of children’s news in Di Vito; corpora of the learners’ textbooks in Papaioannou et al.; multimodal corpora in Hirata.
The language points discussed in DDL also tend to be relatively advanced, but this is not in itself an indication that DDL is inaccessible for other features appropriate to lower levels. Liontou (this volume), for example, provides successful results in the “notoriously difficult” area of idiomatic phrases. Indeed, most of the studies with lower levels have found promising results, although two recent meta-analyses of DDL come to slightly differing conclusions. For DDL as a whole, Boulton and Cobb (2017) analysed 88 unique samples from 64 studies and found that proficiency did not systematically correlate with effect sizes, suggesting that it is open to all levels. Lee et al. (2019) focused on DDL just for vocabulary in 38 samples from 29 studies, and did find a medium difference between advanced and low-level learners, but there was still a significant effect in all cases. Caution should always be a watchword in dealing with such findings since proficiency is not only difficult to assess, but is reported in so many ways that what is ‘advanced’ in one study might be considered ‘intermediate’ or even ‘low’ in another context. Of studies apparently with advanced learners in major CALL journals, Burston and Arispe (2016) found that fully 50% were at best B1 level on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, which is commonly thought of as lower intermediate. But coming back to the main point: “DDL works pretty well in almost any context where it has been extensively tried” (Boulton & Cobb, 2017, p. 386).

Another explanation might be that children lack the cognitive development necessary for sophisticated language work. A number of studies have addressed DDL with children in exploring their mother tongue (L1); some of these are mentioned in Crosthwaite and Stell (this volume). Over ten years ago, John Sinclair, often considered the father of modern corpus linguistics with the COBUILD project, planned the wide-ranging introduction of corpora to primary schools in Scotland via a tool known as PhraseBox:

PhraseBox... is like giving each pupil real-time access to a huge memory of all the different ways in which thousands of people have expressed themselves over several years, all instantly available in a highly organised presentation. Gradually, students are expected to internalise what they need of the resource and gather confidence in their ability to express themselves publicly; but the resource will always be available when it is needed. (Sinclair, 2006, n.p.)

Sadly, the resource never did become available, as Sinclair died in 2007, and the project along with him. I was fortunate to see him demonstrate it with Ana Mauranen at the IVACS conference in Nottingham in 2006, but he wrote little about it (see also Stubbs, 2011). Nonetheless, the very fact that he and people in a national education system believed in it is revealing in itself: there is no a priori reason to assume that younger learners are unable to use the technology and analyse language in ways compatible with DDL.

This brings us specifically to the issue of ICT (information and communication technology), and whether younger learners have the skills necessary for DDL. To counter that, it might be pointed out that DDL can be conducted using prepared, paper-based print-outs which still give medium effect sizes (Boulton & Cobb, 2017). Further, younger learners who have grown up with ICT may actually be more relaxed about it than older learners, as discussed by Gatto (this volume). A case in point: some of my students in an English master’s degree have
difficulty with the wildcard function which so impressed a ten-year-old in Crosthwaite and Stell (this volume).

Finally, the fact that there are few published studies of DDL for children does not necessarily mean that it is absent from common classroom practice. Johns and King (1991, p. iii) situated DDL “within the overall aim of developing students’ ability to puzzle things out for themselves.” For our purposes, this has to involve language data in one form or another, but otherwise that leaves the field very open. So in particular, while the internet is not a ‘corpus’ and Google is not a ‘concordancer’, it is quite possible that teachers are encouraging their learners to explore language without ever having heard of DDL. As McCarthy (2008, p. 566) puts it, “we are, all of us, corpus users, because we use the internet.” And if we are using the internet as a source of repeated language examples, we are all doing DDL (Gatto, this volume; see also Boulton, 2015). As one student remarked of COCA in the study by Papaioannou et al. (this volume): “This is just another tool the internet offers us to learn new words”. And of course it is possible that learners are doing this without their teachers’ knowledge, or even against their recommendations. Meunier (this volume) discusses several tools that provide opportunities for very DDL-like activities, using accessible corpora (e.g. TV series such as Breaking Bad or Game of Thrones in www.playphrase.me), and with no mention of ‘corpus’ or ‘concordance’ or other problematic terms.

Research can be based on actual practice, and can certainly inform it, but should never be ‘applied’. The main consumers of research are other researchers rather than teachers or decision-makers (e.g. Borg, 2009), but when teachers do read research, it is essential that they interpret and adapt research findings to their own local contexts and needs: existing reports of DDL aimed at students and adults should not be simply transformed into a ‘corpus approach for kids’. If the search for a single ‘best method’ has been largely abandoned in recognition of the diversity of teaching goals, contexts, needs and profiles of the individuals involved (Brown et al. 2007), it cannot be desirable to impose DDL as the sole form of language instruction. Researchers thus also need to remain open to a variety of approaches, and not be dogmatic about what is or is not DDL and how it should be implemented across the board. As Meunier (this volume) argues, we need to think outside the box and go off the beaten path to promote creativity in DDL. It is refreshing that some of the examples given in this volume (e.g. Liontou; Papaioannou et al.) are quite different from usual expectations of DDL. What we have is a host of variants under the umbrella term of DDL, which have their place alongside others for some learners in some contexts and for some language questions.

I hope this short foreword has shown that the common assumption that DDL is not suitable for younger learners is just an assumption – an absence of research evidence merely means that it has not been widely tested, not that it is not or cannot be effective. DDL might even be more appropriate for children than for older learners, as their expectations are less fixed and the approach lends itself to the inquisitive; the children in Di Vito (this volume) remembered the methodology well because they felt involved and valued and encouraged to think for themselves. There certainly are obstacles and we should not be blasé about them (Schaeffer-Lacroix, this volume), but there are any number of reasons to think that DDL, appropriately implemented, can bring something to the table in a variety of contexts. The present volume thus addresses a genuine need for DDL research among younger
learners, with the various papers examining relevant arguments, describing potential uses and evaluating experimental or ecological examples.
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